### Competition

**Non-opposition** to a notified concentration (Case **M.7952** - Bridgepoint Group/Smyk Group)

Prior **notification** of a concentration (Case **M.7994** - The Kingdom of Denmark/DONG)

Prior **notification** of a concentration (Case **M.7951** - Shire/Baxalta)

**Antitrust:** successful market **opening** allows early **termination** of commitments in Deutsche Bahn case (**IP/16/1322**)

**Commission** clears acquisition of ENI Hungaria and ENI Slovenija by MOL (**M.7849**)

**Midday Express 08.04.2016**

**CMA** decision on acquisition by LN-Gaiety Holdings Limited of MAMA & Company Limited

**Bundeskartellamt** has cleared a **merger** between NOZ Mediengruppe and medien: holding : nord-Gruppe

**Spain:** CNMC probes 4 banks for suspected anticompetitive practices

### Trade & Customs

**Agenda** for meeting of **12.04.2016** of CCC-DIH section

**Minutes** of the **48th meeting** of the Customs Code Committee - Special Procedures Section on **22.02.2016**

**Minutes** of the **164th meeting** of the Customs Code Committee - Tariff and Statistical Nomenclature Section (Textiles & Mechanical / Miscellaneous Sub-section) from **22** to **25.02.2016**

**Agenda** for: **Working Party on Customs Union of 13.04.2016**

**Draft:** Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) .../... correcting Delegated Regulation (EU) **2016/341** supplementing Regulation (EU) No **952/2013** of the European Parliament and of the Council as regards transitional rules for certain provisions of the Union Customs Code where the relevant electronic systems are not yet operational and amending Delegated Regulation (EU) **2015/2446** (See **Annexes**)

**Negotiation** of the Association Agreement between the EU and Mercosur

**Roadmap** - Modernisation of the trade part of the EU-Chile Association Agreement

**SIA** on the EU-Myanmar Investment Protection Agreement

**Civil Society Dialogue on Draft Final Report**

**Minutes** of the **CSD meeting** on EU-Japan SIA, Draft **Final Report**

**WTO** - Thailand - Measures concerning sugar - Request for **consultations** by Brazil

### State Aid

**Commission** opens in-depth investigation into support for Romanian petrochemical company Oltchim (**IP/16/1322**)

**State Aid weekly e-News** - No. **13/16**, **07.04.2016**
WTO – European Union - Cost adjustment methodologies and certain anti-dumping measures on imports from Russia - (2nd complaint) - Request for consultations by the Russian Federation

WTO - Indonesia - Measures concerning the importation of bovine meat - Request for consultations by Brazil

WTO forecasts see 5th year of weak growth - Worst period since the 1980s, says report (See Speech by Roberto Azevedo) Financial Times 08.04.2016 p.6

Decision adopted by the Commission by Empowerment, Delegation & Written Procedure on 07.04.2016

Weekly calendar from 11 to 17 April 2016

Which obstacles do you face in border regions? Commission releases results of public consultation Midday Express 08.04.2016

ESMA finds room for improvement in national supervision of investment advice to retail clients

Compliance table - Guidelines on reporting obligations under Articles 3(3)(d) and 24(1),(2) and (4) of the AIFMD

ESAs finalise Key Information Documents for retail investors in the EU

Brussels to hand back VAT powers - European Commission proposes transfer of decision-making to national governments Financial Times 08.04.2016

Investment Plan for Europe: 1,500 innovative businesses to benefit from EIF and Banco Popolare agreement

EU paints sector flags up issue of generic product identifiers (See the Proposed Annex)


On 31 March, the energy committee of the Parliament of Ukraine recommended to the Parliament to approve the draft Electricity Market Law

EU watchdog (ACER) expands oversight of energy market trading EU Briefing 07-08.04.2016 (Reuters)

Gas flexible exit capacity products - A Eurelectric position paper

Judgment of the Court of 07.04.2016 in Case C-556/14 P, Holcim (Romania) SA, Vs. European Commission


Weekly overview report of RAPEX notifications - Report 14/2016

SCCS - Request for a scientific opinion on HC Orange No.6 (B125) - Submission I

Peru - evaluate the implementation of measures concerning health rules on animal by-products (ABP) and derived products Health & food audits and analysis
Peru - evaluate the control of residues and contaminants in live animals and animal products including controls on veterinary medicinal products

**Health & food audits and analysis**

**DIGITAL & INFORMATION SOCIETY**


**TRANSPORT & MOBILITY**

Roadmap - A Master Plan for the deployment of Interoperable Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems in the EU

Commission adopts new rules for access to rail infrastructure

Heathrow faces competition from Dublin - Dublin Airport Authority to build second runway by 2020

**EURO, ECB & ECONOMY**

ECB minutes reveal stimulus divisions

**FUTURE OF EUROPE, UK REFERENDUM**

UK Government responds to public desire for EU facts

Why the government believes that voting to remain in the EU is the best decision for the UK

**FOREIGN AFFAIRS, ACCESSION & DEVELOPMENT**

Judgment of the Court of 07.04.2016 in Case C-266/15 P, Central Bank of Iran, Vs. Council of the European Union

Re: Appeal - Restrictive measures taken against the Islamic Republic of Iran - List of persons and entities subject to the freezing of funds and economic resources - Criterion relating to the provision of material, logistical or financial support to the Government of Iran - Financial services of a central ban

Judgment of the Court of 07.04.2016 in Case C-193/15 P, Tarif Akhras Vs. Council of the EU and by European Commission

Re: Appeal - CFSP - Restrictive measures against the Syrian Arab Republic - Measures directed against persons and entities benefiting from or supporting the regime - Proof that inclusion on the lists is well founded - Set of indicia - Distortion of the sense of the evidence


Re: Appeal - CFSP - National expert seconded to the EU Police Mission in Bosnia and Herzegovina - Decision to redeploy - Article 24(1) TEU - Article 275 TFEU - Jurisdiction of the Court of Justice of the EU - Powers of national courts - Categories of CFSP acts - Notion of 'restrictive measures'

Roadmap - EU Strategy on China

EU boosts aid to Ethiopia amid worsening drought (IP/16/1292)